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About This Game

The world has been overrun by Orcs, the few humans who survived the great Orc uprising have fled their homes. Towns and
castles have been left abandoned, the world is at the mercy of the ferocious invading armies. Stubborn and determined you

refused to run or die, hiding in the thick forest near your home plotting your revenge has led to the creation of a weapon to rival
any sword, counter any magic and pierce damn near anything with lethal force. It is now up to you alone, armed with your

revolutionary new weapon, to enact revenge against the hordes and cleanse your lands of their stench.

The Crossbow! – Drum fed with an infinite supply of bolts this is the only weapon any Orc Slayer really needs! Combine that
with the powerful, magical special bolts dotted around the world and you’ve got a weapon fit to take on any army of unruly
Orcs! Earn experience from your slaying and use it to upgrade your crossbow and special bolts for maximum Orc Slaying!

The Orcs! – Near brainless, angry and motivated by only one thing; killing anything that isn’t an Orc. Several different types of
Orc and their minions make up the invasion force, each requiring a different approach to deal with, each with their own unique

menace. Hit them with everything you’ve got!

The World! – Travel across the land through towns, valleys, castles and swamps! Leaving no stone unturned in your pursuit of
total Orc annihilation. Careful though, they are easier out in the open in broad daylight than they are in the dark, damp corridors

of a castle. Or thick foliage of a swamp.
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I jumped into this without knowing anything about it. Yeah I played the Mac games on an emulator and have seen them here
and there and finished some on Nintendo, i'm kind of familiar with the games, I was just expecting this Steam release to be a
handful of roms and some kind of emulator.

Surprisingly it isn't though.. it's a set of games built from the ground up to resemble the old versions, and it does a remarkable
job at it. You've got the old Mac note windows (albeit with new fonts) and all the methods of interaction are the same, including
the item management where you can just lose stuff if you don't organize it well. That's refreshing. Everything works the way
you'd expect it to and it even comes with a mono and color version for picky types.

That's all great engine wise. Gamewise - you might want to consider that part. First point: these games don't care AT ALL if you
ever finish them. You will die in the first room, you often won't know from what or why, and you usually will not get hints on
anything. They are all completely unfair by modern standards and you can often make them entirely unwinnable no matter how
often you save. Do you like challenge? Are you psychic? You may enjoy these games more than other people. If you don't care
so much about that and want to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665around in glorious retro adventures for cheap this stuff
will do it for you. If you owned these on a Mac way back.. well you probably already bought this i'm guessing.

Bottom line - surprisingly good port of classic adventure games with massive problems that just aren't for everybody, but at this
price you can afford to take a peek.. The font of the tutorial is at some points unreadable and whoever typed them doesn't even
use proper capitalization.. Amazing Game. Adding epicness they gifted Nemesis Realms to all owners of this game, so overall
just an amazing company.. This game is surprisingly entertaining and can be addictive.. Just bought it for nostalgia.

11\/10. 10/10 we want more!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Pretty creepy stuff! I like it! :)
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Doesn't even give you credits straight away with the pack, you have to grind yourself to be able to use the bikes in the pack....
This is a great route if you like big slow yellow trains and to drive trough desert! But i dont like that so i wront recommend this
DLC. The beautiful music from the game you can listen to anytime.. no good game no servers to play on...tryed to join the
group 1 of them was private.... It's an interesting story , esp if you have any interest in IT tech. As a VR experience fell
completely flat I'm afraid. Paid \u00a35.50 but felt lik eit's a \u00a31.50 product (if you have that tech interest). All of what;s
covered and more you can gleam from wikipedia if its the story you want. If it's the VR experience that's drawing you in there
are soo many more that will wow you for the same or less money.. Love it, it's amazing. Now please buy it so we can play online
together.. A well-written, alternate-history visual novel about a young man learning some hard truths about himself and the
Empire he serves. World-building is on-point!
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